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Mandarin Chinese has a kind of predicates which require two or more agents 
jointly participating in or carrying out the events. Such a kind of predicates are called 
Collective Predicates. Here “Agent” means people or other animate or inanimate 
things that issue or implement the events. Sentences using collective predicates as 
predicate are called Collective- Predicate Sentences (CPS henceforth). CPS is quite 
different from other sentences in various aspects of syntax and semantics which has 
aroused an increasing interest of researchers.  
Previous studies focus on classifying all collective predicates into different 
subclasses and describing the syntactic and semantic performances of each subclass. 
Based on a subtle classification of the whole family of collective predicates and a 
comprehensive observation of their syntactic and semantic performances, this paper 
aims at presenting a sketch of the semantic properties of CPS from the perspective of 
Formal Semantics and constructing a fragment of CPS in Mandarin Chinese. The 
whole paper is organized as follows. 
Firstly, CPS are classified into CPS expressing mutuality (CPS-M henceforth) 
and CPS expressing collaboration (CPS-C henceforth). Then, the syntactic and 
semantic features of CPS-M and CPS-C are analyzed respectively. Based on such 
observations, a formal sketch of the semantic properties of CPS-M and CPS-C is  
made within the theories and techniques of Logic of Plurality, Montague Grammar 
and other related theories of Formal Semantics to construct a fragment of CPS in 
Mandarin Chinese. 
    Compared to previous formal studies on CPS, the fragment of CPS in Mandarin 
Chinese given in this paper is a precise and comprehensive one, covering semantic 
description and generation of CPS-M which has usually been ignored by previous 
researchers due to its complexity and vagueness in semantic interpretation and 
difficulties in formal translation. 
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